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1. Introduction
The LS53L0X Time-of-Flight sensor is a compact, flexible, programmable, plug&play and
accurate solution to measure a distance. Based on the world's smallest Time-of-Flight ranging
sensor from STMicroelectronics VL53L0X and a STM32 microcontroller the LS53L0X will allow
you to measure distances (obstacles, liquid levels...) up to 2 meters (indoor).
Thanks to the firmware embedded in the STM32F030 microcontroller the distance is available
through PWM, I2C and UART interface.

Main characteristics
Power Supply
Interfaces
Ranging Distance
Measuring Angle
Dimension
Range measurement
period
Power consumption
UART baud rate

2V8 to 3V5 (max) (3V3 recommended)
PWM, I2C, UART
2 cm to 200 cm (0.79” to 78.74”) in best light conditions
25 degrees
19.1 mm x 23.7 mm x 4.5-5.2 mm (without/with cover glass)
(7.52”x9.33”x1.77”-2.05”)
Minimum is 18ms
15.6 mA (low power mode) to 33.4 mA (continuous ranging)
up to 921600 baud

Main Features

●
●
●
●
●
●

Power Supply : 2V8 to 3V3
Interfaces : PWM, I2C, UART
Ranging Distance : 2 cm to 200 cm
Measuring Angle: 45 degree
Dimension: 19.1 mm x 23.7 mm x 4.5-5.2 mm
The sensor supports several ranging accuracy modes:
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2. How does it work?

Eye safe class 1 laser device compliant with latest standard IEC 60825-1:2014-3rd edition.

VL53L0X Block Diagram
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3. Board physical description
3.1. Board Layout
Top View

Bottom View

3.2. Components placement
Top View
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3.3. Board pinout

SWD SWCLK

RESET

SWD SWDIO

UART TX

GND

UART RX

I2C MSCL MSDA

PWM

I2C MSDA MSCL

GND

INTR1

VCC

Warning silkscreen error on PCB V1.0: MSCL and
MSDA I2C pins inversion
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4. Board configuration
4.1. I2C MASTER/SLAVE and LS53L0X default setting
The figure below shows how to configure default settings and Master/Slave mode using H/W
resistor configuration. It is also possible to change these settings by S/W configuration. See
paragraph 9.2.

R12 = configuration bit 0 (config0)
R13 = configuration bit 1 (config1)

Configuration

State

R12 (0 Ohms) mounted

LS53L0X default settings
Use parameters set in flash memory (software
configuration mode)

R12 (0 Ohms) not mounted (default state)
R13 (0 Ohms) mounted
R13 (0 Ohms) not mounted (default state)
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Plugin set as I2C Master
Plugin set as I2C Slave
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4.2. Plugin Address
The address configuration is applicable only in slave mode.

PB12 (R2 = 0Ohm)

Addr0 (LSB)

PB13 (R5 = 0Ohm)
PB14 (R6 = 0Ohm)

Addr1
Addr2

PB15 (R7 = 0Ohm)

Addr3 (MSB)

R2, R5, R6 & R7 are mounted by default. Plugin address can be modified by removing one or
more or through software using software configuration mode), default address is 0x10 that will
offset the user's defined address.
i.e.: with user setting [PB15, PB14, PB13, PB12] = [0,0,1,1] (= 0x3) plugin address will be 0x13.
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4.3. 32 KHz Clock
A 32 KHz Crystal footprint has been implemented on the board but crystal has not been mounted.
By default, the LS53L0X plugin is using the STM32F030 internal clock.

5. Pin description
5.1. VCC
VCC = pin used to power all components on board
Interface
VCC

Parameter
Operating Voltage

Min

Typ.

Max

Unit

2.8

3.3

3.5

V

5.2. RESET
RESET = Pin active low used to reset the STM32F030.
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5.3. INTR1
The interrupt pin is used:



To specify that ranging data are available on I2C, PWM and UART ports.
In threshold mode (see below)

The polarity of the interrupt pin is programmable (default active state is high).
The min pulse duration is 1 ms1ms.

INTR1

>1ms

…

Active state = high

>1ms

Active state = low

Based on plugin registers MinThreshold and MaxThreshold, the plugin is able to detect the
events of signal above/under max/min thresholds (when max > min). To detect a signal between
the two thresholds, max register must be set to a value under the min one (MaxThreshold <
MinThreshold). See graph next page

Registers used:

Address

Register name

0x58

MinThreshold

0x5C

MaxThreshold

0x30

IntPolarity

www.gilisymo.com
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Distance
MIN Threshold

Ranging data
Time

INTR1 Pin

Distance
Max Threshold

Ranging data
Time

INTR1 Pin

Distance
MIN Threshold
MAX Threshold

Ranging data
Time

INTR1 Pin
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5.4. MSDA/MSCL
MSCL/MSDA = I2C pinspin
The I2C pinspin are used:
-

To get the distance measured by the LS53L0X sensor
To configure and control the STM32F030 microcontroller
To control directly the VL53L0X sensor (for more details refer to R/W control and Data
in/out registers)

Interface
I2C

Parameter
Operating Voltage
Frequency

Min

Typ.

Max

Unit

2.8

3.3

3.5

V

-

100

-

kHz

See paragraph 6.2 for more details about available commands/parameters supported over I2C.
See paragraph 6 for more information about communications through I2C interface.

5.5. RX/TX (UART)
RX/TX = UART interface pins
Interface
RX/TX

Parameter
Operating Voltage

Min

Typ.

Max

Unit

2.8

3.3

3.5

V

UART Baud rate up to 921600 baud
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5.6. PWM
PWM = Pulse Width Modulation pin.
The PWM pin is used to get the distance measured by the LS53L0X sensor.
It’s a digital output with a variable duty cycle proportional to the measured distance.
When Measure distance = Max distance then the duty cycle is 100%.
When Measure distance = Min distance then the duty cycle is 0%.

𝐷𝑢𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝑙𝑐𝑒 (%) = 100 ∗

(𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)
(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒)

The PwmInvert parameter can be used to invert the PWM signal polarity, by default PwmInvert
is zero.
The PwmFrequency parameter can be used to change the PWM frequency; the LS53L0X
procedure will transform the input frequency value to a set of Prescaler and Counter value to be
used to program the PWM block inside the STM32F030.
Both the PwmPrescaler and PwmCounter parameters can be used to set the Frequency
(instead of PwmFrequency parameter). For more details, refer to the STM32F030 datasheet.

Registers used:

Address

Register name

0x64

MinDistance

0x60

MaxDistance

0x78

PwmInvert

0x6C

PwmFrequency

0x70

PwmPrescaler

0x74

PwmCounter
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5.7. SWCLK/SWDIO
SWCLK/SWDIO = Software debug port pins used to load the STM32F030 firmware

Interface

Parameter

SWCLK/SWDIO Operating Voltage

Min

Typ.

Max

Unit

2.8

3.3

3.5

V

6. I2C Interface
6.1. I2C interface
The LS53L0X implements an I2C interface (Inter Integrated Circuit) which can be used to
interface the product into a more complex system. In an I2C bus, we need to have at least one
Master (an electronic circuit that initiate the communication) and a Slave (an electronic circuit that
responds to the Master commands).
The LS53L0X I2C interface supports:



I2C Standard mode: 100 kHz
I2C address: 7-bit addressing mode

The address of the Slave can be set in two way:
1. By HW configuration: the resistors from R12 to R15. The final address is given by the formula:
Slave Address = 0x10 + Addres0 + 2*Address1 + 4* Address2 + 8 * Address3
2. By SW configuration: parameter UseSoftwareConfig=1, EnableMaster=0:
Slave Address = “parameter SlaveAddress”
For more details, refer to paragraph 9.2

www.gilisymo.com
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1.1.

Command over I2C address 0x08

When the LS53LX is configured as Slave, the Master in the I2C bus, can send a set of commands,
by doing a write in the register number 0x08.
The byte 0 of the address 0x08 contains the command to run after that the I2C transaction has
finished. The following table will list the available commands.
Value

Command

Description

0x02

enable

Initiate and start the measurement

0x03

disable

stop the measurement

0x10

runoffset

Run the offset calibration

0x20

runxtalk

Run the cross talk calibration

0x30

savepar

Save all the parameters to Flash

0x40

default

Set all the default value for all the
parameters

0x50

single

run a single ranging

0xAA

standby

go to standby mode

0xEE

reboot

Reboot the system

After that I2Ci2c transaction has finished, before start the command, the Status register will
contain the value 0x9C that indicate that the command has started.
Immediately after the command is finished, the software will update the Status register with the
result of the command.
The result can be 0x00 for a no Error, 0xE2 in case the command is unknown or others values
can be output with an error defined in the VL53L0X SW driver.
Register

0x0C

Name

Status

R/W

R

Description
After a command this will contains the error status:
0x00 no Error
0x9C Command Started
0xE2 Error: Unknown Command
Others Error occurred
NOTE: B3, B2 and B1 are set to 0 only Byte0 is used
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6.2. Read Parameters over I2C
All the parameters that are accessible via UART are also accessible via I2C. To read a parameter
the Master just need to do a read access on the corresponding address.
All the registers are 32 bit wide, and where it is not indicated, the MSB is in the lowest address.

6.3. Latest Ranging Information over I2C
Each time a ranging measurement is done, the result of this ranging is copied on the following
registers:
Register

0xA8

Name

Last Range0

R/W

R

Description
Contains latest ranging value:
0xA8 = MSB – RangeMilliMeter filtered
0xA9 = LSB – RangeMilliMeter filtered
0xAA = RangeStatus from VL53L0X
0xAB = 0

This contains the ranging value after clip and filter.
In the same way, the Master can read all the ranging measurements data without clip and filter
process. In the UART connection these values can be printed when the parameter
PrintAllRangeValues = 1.
Register

Name

R/W

0xAC

Last Range1

R

0xB0

Last Range2

R

0xB4

Last Range3

R

0xB8

Last Range4

R

www.gilisymo.com

Description
Contains latest ranging value:
0xAC = MSB – RangeMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAD = LSB – RangeMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAE = MSB – RangeDMaxMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAF = LSB – RangeDMaxMilliMeter from VL53L0X
Contains latest ranging value:
0xB0 = B3 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB1 = B2 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB2 = B1 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB3 = B0 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
Contains latest ranging value:
0xB4 = B3 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB5 = B2 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB6 = B1 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB7 = B0 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
Contains latest ranging value:
0xB8 = MSB – EffectiveSpadRtnCount from VL53L0X
0xB9 = LSB – EffectiveSpadRtnCount from VL53L0X
0xBA = 0
0xBB = 0
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1.2.

VL53L0X register access over LS53L0X I2C

For advanced user, the LS53L0X software offer the possibility to access to internal register of the
VL53L0X by using the LS53L0X I2C pins.
To ensure a correct functionality of the register access, a simple mechanism has been put in
place.
Only two 32 bit registers are used:
Register

Name

R/W

0xBC

Data In/Out

R/W

Description
Contains data to write to or to read from VL53L0X
0xC0 =
0xC1 =







0xC0

RW Control

Address Index for R/W
0x01 RD byte
0x02 RD 2 bytes
0x04 RD 4 bytes
0x11 WR byte
0x12 WR 2 bytes
0x14 WR 4 bytes

R/W
0xC2 = 0x01 Start transaction.
After write on that register the value the transaction will
start. When the transaction has finished this will be set
to zero.
Software can poll this value to know if transaction has
finished.
0xC3 = Status of transaction: 0 = NO ERROR.

Read Operation
Byte 0xBC: contains the data read from VL53L0X.
Byte 0xC0: contains the index of VL53L0X's memory to read
Byte 0xC1: indicate how many bytes we want to read
Byte 0xC2: starts the transaction. When master writes 1 to this register the read transaction
starts, when the transaction has finished the value of this register is reset to 0. Master can poll
this value to know if transaction has finished.
Byte 0xC3 contains the status of the transaction. 0x00 means no errors.

www.gilisymo.com
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Write Operation
Byte 0xBC: contains the data to write to VL53L0X.
Byte 0xC0: contains the index of VL53L0X to write
Byte 0xC1: indicate how many byte we want to write
Byte 0xC2: starts the transaction. When master writes 1 to this register the write transaction
starts, when the transaction has finished the value of this register is reset. Master can poll this
value to know if transaction has finished.
Byte 0xC3 contains the status of the transaction. 0x00 means no errors.

6.4. I2C parameters
I2C
register

Param Name

R/
W

Description

0x00

apiver

R

Return the version of the VL53L0X API

0x04

version

R

0x08

command

W

Return the version of the LS53L0X Software
Command Register. Available commands:
0x02 Enableenable Initiate and start the measurements
0x03 Disabledisable stop the measurements
0x10 runoffset Run the offset calibration
0x20 runxtalk Run the cross talk calibration
0x30 savepar Save all the parameters to Flash
0x40 default Set all the default value for all the parameters
0x50 single run a single ranging
0xAA standby go to standby mode
0xEE reboot Reboot the system

0x0C

status

R

0x10

UseSoftwareConfig

0x14

EnableMaster

R/W

0x30

IntPolarity

R/W
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W

NOTE: B3, B2 and B1 are reserved only Byte0 is used
After a command this will contains the error status:
0x00 no Error
0xE2 Error: Unknown Command
0x9C Command Started
Others Error occurred
NOTE: B3, B2 and B1 are set to 0 only Byte0 is used
Force to use the software configuration for Master/Slave selection and
Slave address
0
For more details refer to paragraph 9.2
1
Enable Master functionality when set to 1
0
For more details refer to paragraph 9.2
1
Set the polarity of the interrupt generated by the plugin on INTR1 pin
0
Low level on INTR1 pin when interruption event
1
High level on INTR1 pin when interruption event
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0x40

PrintRangeStatus

R/W

0x44

PrintAllRangeValues

R/W

0x48

PrintSlaveAddress

R/W

0x4C

LEDEnable

R/W

0x18

SlaveAddress

R/W

0x1C

TimingBudgetInUs

R/W

Print the range status which is an information sent by the VL53L0X
sensor for each ranging data.
Format :
<ranging data>, <range status>
For more details, refer to the VL53L0X datasheet
0

Range status information not printed

1

Range status information printed

Print all the ranging data values over UART
0
Only ranging value is printed
1
All ranging data values echoes over UART
Print the slave address along with slave ranging data. (Applicable only
when Chain of n slaves is done)
Format :
<Address slave n>, <ranging value sent by slave n>
0
Slave address not printed
1
Slave address printed
Enable/Disable the LED. For more details, see paragraph 9.5
0
LED is disable
1
LED is enable
Set the value for the Slave address (only applicable in Slave mode) This
is a 7 bit address, for complete address you need to add the direction bit
R/W.
Min : 1
Max : 125
Set the time taken by the VL53L0X sensor to range 1 value. During this
time, both the VL53L0X and the STM32F030 are in active mode. For
more details, refer to the range profile table
Min : 18000us
Max : 3 sec

-

0x20

Offset

R/W

Contains the offset value used internally for calibration. For more detail,
refer to the Calibration paragraph

0x24

Xtalk

R/W

Contains the xtalk value used internally for calibration. For more details,
refer to the Calibration paragraph

0x28

DistOffset

R/W

Define the distance used for the offset calibration (def = 100mm). For
more details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

0x2C

DistOffset

R/W

Define the xtalk distance used for the xtalk calibration (def = 400mm).
For more details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

0x34

AddrScanMin

R/W

0x38

AddrScanMax

R/W

0x3C

UartBaudRate

R/W

0x54

ErrorMode

R/W

Define Ranging data format in case of ranging error.
For more details see paragraph 9.4

0x58

MinThreshold

R/W

Define a LOW limit threshold. If “ranging data< MinThreshold”, an
interruption event will be sent on the INTR1 pin.
For details refer to paragraph 5.3

www.gilisymo.com

Set the FIRST slave address the Master will scan to identify Slaves.
Applicable only in Master mode. 7 bit address
Address Scan Range = [AddrScanMin, AddrScanMax]
Set the LAST slave address the Master will scan to identify Slaves.
Applicable only in Master mode. 7 bit address
Address Scan Range = [AddrScanMin, AddrScanMax]
Define the STM32F030 UART Baud Rate
Min : 110
Max : 921600
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0x5C

MaxThreshold

R/W

Define a HIGH limit threshold. If “ranging data >MaxThreshold”, an
interruption event will be sent on the INTR1 pin.
For details refer to paragraph 5.3

0x60

MaxDistance

R/W

Set the maximum ranging distance. MaxDistance = 100 % PWM

0x64

MinDistance

R/W

Set the minimum ranging distance used. This corresponds to PWM 0%.

0x68

AverageCount

R/W

The number of samples on which computing the average to output the
average distance.

0x6C

PwmFrequency

R/W

Defines PWM frequency. This will redefine both PwmPrescaler and
PwmCounter

0x70

PwmPrescaler

R/W

Defines the Pre-scaler in STM32 PWM IP (see STM32F030 datasheet)

0x74

PwmCounter

R/W

Defines the period in STM32 PWM IP(see STM32F030 datasheet)

0x78

PwmInvert

R/W

Invert the PWM output: MaxDistance is 0% and 0 is 100%

0x7C

TimingRepeatInMs

R/W

Define the time between 2 distance ranging.
For details refer to paragraph 9.1

0X80

StandbyCountRanging

R/W

Defines the number of ranging to do before go to standby again.
For details refer to paragraph 9.1

0X84

StandByTimoutSec

R/W

Define the time when both the STM32F030 and the VL53L0X are in
standby mode.
For details refer to paragraph 9.1

0x88
…
0xA4

StartingText

R/W

Text printed over UART before the ranging data

0xA8

0xAC

0xB0

0xB4

Last Range0

Last Range1

Last Range2

Last Range3

www.gilisymo.com

R

R

R

R

Contains latest ranging value:
0xA8 = MSB – RangeMilliMeter filtered
0xA9 = LSB – RangeMilliMeter filtered
0xAA = RangeStatus from VL53L0X
0xAB = 0
Contains latest ranging value:
0xAC = MSB – RangeMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAD = LSB – RangeMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAE = MSB – RangeDMaxMilliMeter from VL53L0X
0xAF = LSB – RangeDMaxMilliMeter from VL53L0X
Contains latest ranging value:
0xB0 = B3 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB1 = B2 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB2 = B1 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB3 = B0 – SignalRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
Contains latest ranging value:
0xB4 = B3 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB5 = B2 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB6 = B1 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
0xB7 = B0 – AmbientRateRtnMegaCps from VL53L0X
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0xB8

Last Range4

0xBC

Data In/Out

0xC0

RW Control

R

Contains latest ranging value:
0xB8 = MSB – EffectiveSpadRtnCount from VL53L0X
0xB9 = LSB – EffectiveSpadRtnCount from VL53L0X
0xBA = 0
0xBB = 0

R/W

Contains data to write to or to read from VL53L0X

R/W

0xC0 =
0xC1 =







Address Index for R/W
0x01 RD byte
0x02 RD 2 bytes
0x04 RD 4 bytes
0x11 WR byte
0x12 WR 2 bytes
0x14 WR 4 bytes

0xC2 = 0x01 Start transaction.
After write on that register the value the transaction will start. When the
transaction has finished this will be set to zero.
Software can poll this value to know if transaction has finished.
0xC3 = Status of transaction: 0 = NO ERROR.

www.gilisymo.com
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7. Commands over UART
The following table contains all the available commands supported over UART. Before running
any command see UART first connection, getting started in annexes.

Command
help
set

Description
Returns the list of all the main commands
Sets the value of a specific parameter: use “set <param>=<value>”

enable

Initiates and starts the measurements

disable

Stops the measurements

runoffset

Runs the offset calibration

runxtalk

Runs the cross talk calibration (using dedicated registers DistOffset, DistXTalk
values)

params

Prints the values for all the parameters

savepar

Saves all the parameters in the internal flash

default

Sets all the default value for all the parameters

reboot

Reboots the system

name
version
apiver

Prints the name of the plugin
Prints the version
Prints the version of the API used for the VL53L0X and the STM32F030 ID

md

Memory dump. Used to read VL53L0X’s registers

mw

Memory write. Used to write into VL53L0X registers

listslave

Print all the slaves connected to the master

www.gilisymo.com
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standby
single

Force the standby mode
Run a single measurement

8. UART Sensor parameters
A list of parameters has been defined within the STM32F030 memory.
The LS53L0X is provided with default parameter values, which will allow the user to immediately
use the LS53L0X.
For a more advanced usage, it is possible to change all the parameters. (Refer to the parameters
list table).)
It is possible to load the default value typing “default” within an UART terminal.
The section below describes all the parameters and their associated functionality.

8.1. How to set the parameters through UART
By default the LS53L0X plugin is configured to range when it’s is powered with 3V3.
In a terminal (for example Teraterm) :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

disable
params
set <param> = <Value>
savepar
enable
standby

To stop the LS53L0X ranging
To display the list of available parameters
To set the <param> value.
To save parameters values
To start the continuous ranging mode
To start the Low power-ranging mode.

*Note : If a savepar is not performed the value modification will be lost after plugin power-off.

8.2. Parameters table
UART

R/W

Description

apiver

R

Return the version of the VL53L0X API and the STM32F030 ID

version

R

Return the version of the LS53L0X Software
Force to use the software configuration for Master/Slave selection and
Slave address
0
For more details refer to paragraph 9.2
1
Enable Master functionality when set to 1
For more details refer to paragraph 9.2
0

UseSoftwareConfig
W
EnableMaster
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IntPolarity

R/W

PrintRangeStatus

R/W

PrintAllRangeValues

R/W

PrintSlaveAddress

R/W

LEDEnable

R/W

SlaveAddress

R/W

TimingBudgetInUs

R/W

1
Set the polarity of the interrupt generated by the plugin on INTR1 pin
0
Low level on INTR1 pin when interruption event
1
High level on INTR1 pin when interruption event
Print the range status which is an information sent by the VL53L0X
sensor for each ranging data.
Format :
<ranging data>, <range status>
For more details, refer to the VL53L0X datasheet
0

Range status information not printed

1

Range status information printed

Print all the ranging data values over UART
0
Only ranging value is printed
1
All ranging data values echoes over UART
Allows to associate a slave address to a ranging data. (Applicable only
when Chain of n slaves is done)
Format :
<Address slave n>, <ranging value sent by slave n>
0
Slave address not printed
1
Slave address printed
Enable/Disable the LED. For more details, see paragraph 9.5
0
LED is disable
1
LED is enable
Set the value for the Slave address (only applicable in Slave mode)
Min : 1
Max : 125
Set the time taken by the VL53L0X sensor to range 1 value. During this
time, both the VL53L0X and the STM32F030 are in active mode. For
more details, refer to the range profile table
Min : 18000us
Max : 3 sec

-

Offset

R/W

Contains the offset value used internally for calibration. For more
details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

Xtalk

R/W

Contains the xtalk value used internally for calibration. For more
details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

DistOffset

R/W

Define the distance used for the offset calibration (defdefault =
100mm). For more details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

DistOffsetDistXtalk

R/W

Define the xtalk distance used for the xtalk calibration (defdefault =
400mm). For more details, refer to the Calibration paragraph

AddrScanMin

R/W

AddrScanMax

R/W

UartBaudRate

R/W

ErrorMode

R/W
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Set the FIRST slave address the Master will scan to identify Slaves.
Applicable only in Master mode
Address Scan Range = [AddrScanMin, AddrScanMax]
Set the LAST slave address the Master will scan to identify Slaves.
Applicable only in Master mode
Address Scan Range = [AddrScanMin, AddrScanMax]
Define the STM32F030 UART Baud Rate
Min : 110
Max : 921600
Define Ranging data format in case of ranging error.
For more details, see paragraph 9.4
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Define a LOW limit threshold. If “ranging data< MinThreshold”, an
interruption event will be sent on the INTR1 pin.
For more details, refer to paragraph 5.1
Define a HIGH limit threshold. If “ranging data >MaxThreshold”, an
interruption event will be sent on the INTR1 pin.
For more details, refer to paragraph 5.1

MinThreshold

R/W

MaxThreshold

R/W

MaxDistance

R/W

Set the maximum ranging distance. MaxDistance = 100 % PWM

MinDistance

R/W

Set the minimum ranging distance used. This corresponds to PWM
0%.

AverageCount

R/W

The number of samples on which computing the average to output the
average distance.

PwmFrequency

R/W

Defines PWM frequency. This will redefine both PwmPrescaler and
PwmCounter

PwmPrescaler

R/W

Defines the Pre-scaler in STM32 PWM IP (see STM32F030 datasheet)

PwmCounter

R/W

Defines the period in STM32 PWM IP(see STM32F030 datasheet)

PwmInvert

R/W

Invert the PWM output: MaxDistance is 0% and 0 is 100%

StartingText

R/W

Text printed over UART before the ranging data

TimingRepeatInMs

R/W

Define the time between 2 distance ranging. For more details, refer to
paragraph 9.1

StandbyCountRanging

R/W

Defines the number of ranging to do before go to standby again.
For more details, refer to paragraph 9.1

StandByTimoutSec

R/W

Define the time when both the STM32F030 and the VL53L0X are in
standby mode. For more details, refer to paragraph 9.1

www.gilisymo.com
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9. Specific ranging/board Modes
9.1. Low power mode (standby/sleep mode)
A low power mode based on the STM32F030 standby mode has been implemented in order to
improve the LS53L0X consumption.

TimingRepeatInMs

StandbyTimeoutSec

TimingBudget

1
33mA

2
16mA

33mA

0.7mA

ExempleExample for
StandbyCountRanging = 2

Parameters used to set the standby mode configuration
1. TimingRepeatinMs: Defines the time between 2 distance rangings
2. StandbyCountRanging: Defines the number of distance rangings
3. StandByTimoutSec: Defines the time when both the STM32F030 and the VL53L0X are in
standby mode

9.2. Slave/master modes
As described in the Slave/Master paragraph, the LS53L0X can be configured either in Master or
Slave mode.
This configuration can be achieved either by hardware (R12 and R13 resistors) or by software.
The figure below shows how to configure the Master/Slave mode:

www.gilisymo.com
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33000

0
0
1
20
0
0
0
60
4000
200
0
"Ranging: "

www.gilisymo.com
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9.3. Ranging Mode Configuration

The LS53L0X supports 10 range modes divided in two categories one for normal mode and one
in Low Power mode.
In Normal mode the LS53L0X when enabled (or at boot) it starts to range continuously.
In Low Power mode the LS53L0X uses the mechanism described in paragraph 9 i.e. it does a
given number of ranging then it goes into standby mode, after a certain time it wake-up and
restarts again.
The Low Power modes contains ‘_LP’ in the name.

Range Mode

Value

STANDARD_RANGE

0

Standard Range as described in the VL53L0X user manual.
Timing budget = 30ms. We can range up to 1.2 m.

SHORT_RANGE

1

Short Range mode.
Timing budget = 30ms. We can range up to 0.5 m.

LONG_RANGE

2

HIGH_SPEED

3

HIGH_ACCURACY

4

STANDARD_RANGE_LP

5

Low Power version of Range Mode 0.

SHORT_RANGE_LP

6

Low Power version of Range Mode 1.

LONG_RANGE_LP

7

Low Power version of Range Mode 2.

HIGH_SPEED_LP

8

Low Power version of Range Mode 3.

HIGH_ACCURACY_LP

9

Low Power version of Range Mode 4.
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Description

Standard Range as described in the VL53L0X user manual.
This is the Default ranging mode.
Timing budget = 33ms. We can range up to 2 m.
High Speed Range as described in the VL53L0X user manual.
Timing budget = 20ms. We can range up to 1.2 m.
High Accuracy Range as described in the VL53L0X user
manual.
Timing budget = 200ms. We can range up to 1.2 m.
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9.4. Error Modes
The VL53L0X can encounter some problem when it does the ranging. The VL53L0X’s API,
returns along with the ranging, a status value. Refer to API specification to find the complete list
of error that could occurs.
What to do in case of error? The ranging is potentially wrong, so the error mode will help you to
take a decision on what to do with the potentially wrong value.
The following table will describe the Error Mode and how the LS53L0X manage the output data.

Error Mode

Value

Description

NONE

0

No decision applied: the output of the VL53L0X is used. The only
filter is the MaxDistance.
This is the default value.

FORCE_TO_MAX

1

In case of error, the MaxDistance is output.

USE_LAST_GOOD

2

In case of error, use the last good value.

FORCE_TO_ZERO

3

In case of error, force the value to 0.

FORCE_TO_MIN

4

In case of error, force the value to MinDistance.

9.5. LED Modes
The LS53L0X has a LED to inform the user in various conditions.
The following table list all the LED messages.

LED Mode

Sequence

DISABLED

None

DEFAULT CONFIG

LED ON 2
times for
150ms
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Description
If the LEDEnable parameter is 0 then the LED is OFF. Only in
case of FATAL ERROR, the LED flashes.
At boot if the R12 is mounted (config0) the LED flashes.
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COMMAND DONE

FATAL ERROR

FLASH DONE
RESTART SENSOR

www.gilisymo.com

LED ON 1
time for
50ms
LED ON 1
second LED
OFF 0.5
second
repeat
always
LED ON 3
times for
150ms
LED ON 1
time for
50ms

When VL53L0X receives a command, LED flashes.

In case of fatal error, LED flashes. In that case, there could be
problem with either Sensors, or internal STM32F030 block
initialization or a bad params programming.
After a savepar command, during the flash of the new params,
LED flashes.
Every time the VL53L0X sensor is restarted, LED flashes.
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10. Mechanical
10.1. LS53L0X dimensions

Above drawing includes cover glass protection (see here after cover glass description).
Total LS53L0X thickness is 4.5 mm-5.2 mm (without/with cover glass)

10.2. LS53L0X optional cover glass protection
An optional cover glass protection is available. The cover window serves two main purposes:



To provide physical protection of the module, including dust ingress prevention.
To provide optical filtering for the module.

All information’s regarding cover glass is available on our website in documentation folder

www.gilisymo.com
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Annexes

11. Getting started / UART first connection
1. Connect the LS53L0X to power supply from 2v8 to 3v5
2. Connect a USB to UART converter +3v53v3 compatible to the LS53L0X and to a
PC
3. Open your favorite terminal (consider teratermTeraterm) and set the default
values:
Baud rate=115200
Data=8bit
Parity=none
Stop=1 bit
Flow ctrl=none
4. Observe the values sent by the plugin this is composed on 2 values separated by
a commain the form:

Ranging: distance, status

5. Send “disable” as broadcast command until the ranging stops.
6. Send “help” to see all the available commands.
Use “enable” to restart the measurements.
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